Extend business applications for higher education

Reduce time to market for higher education solutions
Microsoft is providing new resources to help Business Application partners support digital transformation in your higher education customers.

• **Higher Education-specific extensions to the Common Data Model**
  Using the Business Application Power Platform, partners can access the model to rapidly develop and implement new applications and solutions, mapping to a common set of business and education entities such as course, scholarship, contact(student, parent), school district etc.

• **Microsoft Higher Education Accelerator**
  Partners get access to installable solutions that include samples pre-built dashboards, workflows, power bi visualizations, sample ai, sample data, and other tools to help customers build and deploy higher education solutions

With these resources, partners can improve time to value for their solutions, simplify integration with applications in the Microsoft ecosystem, and improve connections to third-party sis, lms and other educational master data systems.

BENEFITS

• New mshied entities streamline development and deployment efforts for business and analytic applications.

• Pre-built dashboards and workflows make it easier to build and deploy mshied solutions.

• Sample mshied data speeds ability to demonstrate Dynamics 365 value in presales motions.

• Connector mappings for industry standards like CEDS help facilitate data acquisition.

• Integrated analytics across the Microsoft Power Platform and Azure enable machine learning, cognitive services using mass data acquisition.